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2022 EQUITY OUTLOOK
2021 has been a great year for our AIF & PMS Funds - we had a return of 108.8% & 91.2% respectively in
CY21 as against 30.1% for BSE 500. Our 3-year compounded returns (CAGR) in AIF are at 37.5% v/s 17.8%
for BSE 500. The strategy of owning sustainable growth, capital efficient and cash flow generating
companies at reasonable valuations have paid off well in terms of relative out-performance to market. More
importantly, our stock selection across small and mid-caps have exhibited resilience during market falls.
As we step into CY2022, equity market volatility will be driven by 1) Fed taper and Central banks tightening across the world (easy money over)
2) Rising Omicron cases, fear of a third wave
3) Domestic Corporate earnings
Global market is now embedded with monetary policy meetings of the G4 central banks, each taking
steps towards policy normalization, although at varying speeds. While the US FED turned hawkish by
accelerating bond tapering and signalled three rate hikes in 2022, the Bank of England raised the bank
rate to curb inflation. The Bank of Japan announced to begin unwinding its bond purchase programme,
while keeping its interest rates on hold and the ECB vowed to continue its unprecedented monetary
policy support in 2022. This year, macro factors like interest rate changes both in India and globally will
create some degree of volatility and needs to be keenly watched.
We believe, RBI has ample strength to take care of liquidity. Interest rate tightening in India is expected
to be slower than the rest of the world. Inflation, so far appears to be a supply side related issue, and not
demand led.
Omicron variant continues to remain in the spotlight which can cause global market volatility. Though
initial studies reveal, Omicron to be more infectious v/s the Delta/original variant and causes lesser
degree of fatality. On Omicron, we can only say that world is better prepared and based on initial
studies, we are hopeful of a limited impact of Omicron variant on lives and livelihoods. Complete
lock-downs are out of question given the economic repercussion. Indian corporate sector has
demonstrated and knows how to get business done in a third wave scenario.
While there are concerns that US Fed will raise interest rates given US inflation, there are still reasons
to be positive on Indian markets given that Corporate capex outlook is looking up after many years of
continuous decline. This is driven by PLI linked investments, commodity up-cycle and growth in
emerging segments like data centre. New investments are being done in sectors like Cement, Metals,

Oil & Gas, Pharma and Chemicals, and Consumer Electronics. What we are seeing is that ROE
improvements have been strong and the cost of capital has come down. Incidentally, earnings of capital
goods companies are at cyclical lows and can improve significantly as capex cycle picks up.
With reference to FII flows, we may be unable to predict its direction in 2022. However, what is
impressive is the rise in domestic equity culture and flows into equity market. Domestic institution
investors (DIIs) and retail investors have demonstrated strength to counter FII selling. Trends in US
indicate that retail investors have poured in $1 trillion in markets in CY21, higher than the total of last 20
years. US households now have overtaken corporate houses as the biggest contributor to net demand
for equity stocks. Similar trend is happening in India where equity culture is just the beginning (tip of
the iceberg!) v/s traditional forms of investments like fixed deposits / gold, which is no longer preferred
asset class. This domestic investment itself will overtake or absorb FII outflows if any.

We are however cautious in IPO (primary issues) market given frenzy valuations in majority. It is better
to buy growth companies that are reasonably priced. There are several new age digital companies that
are coming to market to raise money. While they are disruptive companies, many are still in cash burn
stage and valuations are driven by hope and are pricing or discounting far ahead of time. Hence margin
of safety is limited. It is possible that some of disruptive businesses can themselves get disrupted and
only a few will survive or make it big. This along with higher valuations can lead to capital losses.
Our investment strategy is to stay put and ride the storm of volatility, if any. Holding equity of
sustainable business of quality companies that are benefiting due to shift from unorganised to
organised sector (real estate/building products), digital wave (technology), import substitution/local
manufacturing (pharma/chemicals/electronics/defence) and green energy (sugar ethanol/electric
vehicles beneficiaries) makes sense for long-term investing. We are witnessing strong cyclical recovery
in real estate sector (low interest rates/work from home), financials/NBFCs (worst of NPA cycle behind)
and engineering and capital goods (due to higher capex cycle).
Overall, we expect the market to remain strong in 2022, despite perceived negatives of rising rates
globally, Omicron fears or glut of IPOs for fund raise. Any exaggerated reaction in equity market to
such events should be a buying opportunity as it is likely to be temporary or short-lived corrections.
Market will be driven by strong growth recovery in several Indian businesses from consumption to real
estate and capex-led cyclical, that have come out of a multi-year slowdown. This can drive robust and
broad-based earnings growth going forward.
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